Systems
thinking

Complex is not the same as complicated
Consider three different problems: baking a cake, sending a rocket
to the moon, and raising a child.
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Given these differences we need to start thinking differently
about our approach to complex problems.
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This handout was compiled by Professor Diane Finegood of Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver, Canada. It accompanied her Systems Thinking Breakfast on 13 June 2019.
If you would like to find out more, contact Professor Finegood on Twitter @DTFinegood
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Frameworks for system thinking
Intervention level framework
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Source: Johnston, Matteson, Finegood. Am J Public Health 104: 1270–8, 2014.

GUIDEing Principles for a systems approach1
• Develop a common understanding of the challenge and a shared vision for change through
participatory and co-production approaches.
• Build authentic trust to reduce the complexity of working together.
• Attend to intervention levels (e.g. deeply held beliefs, contextual dynamics) of the system.
• Influence emergence by enabling networks to become communities of practice and systems
of influence.
• Focus on improving, rather than proving, effectiveness (adaptation rather than attribution).
• Create shared measurement systems and consider outcomes of interest to diverse
stakeholders.
• Value different types of evidence (scientific, practice, contextual).
1. GUIDEing principles: Guiding, Useful, Inspiring, Developmental, and Evaluable (Michael Quinn Patton’s Principles-Focused Evaluation).
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